
  

  

Easily   collect   and   capitalize   on   your   scientific   data   
Share   and   collaborate   across   your   organization.   
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Toulouse   –   Oct2021 :   DEXSTR,   today   announced   the   availability   of   Inquiro   Version   4.2.   

It  comes  with  new  features  and  some  major  enhancements  especially  in  the  synchronisation               
of   documents   that   makes   Inquiro   an   Enterprise   Search   Engine   more   accessible.   

  

Inquiro   V4.2   New   features   &   enhancements   

Recommenda�ons   
Within   Inquiro,   user   can   have   recommendations   of   different   types:   

- Recommended   documents   and   folders:   appears   in   the   tree   on   explorer   view   
- Recommended   searches:   appears   in   the   tree   on   search   result   page   
- Recommended  dashlets:  appears  in  a  new  dashboard  named  “Recommended”  and            

contains   recommended   documents,   searches   and   dictionaries   

  

Algorithm   for   recommendations   is   based   on   similarity   of   users:   

- Users   who   search   same   terms   
- Users   who   open   same   documents   or   folders   
- Users   who   use   same   facets   

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

    



Search   on   groups   
Within   the   groups   administra�on   page,   user   can   filter   or   search   for   a   group   at   the   top   of   the   list.   

  

  

  

Boost   on   search   
Modify   boost   function   on   search   due   to   deprecated   method   in   Solr   engine.   

This  boost  function  allows  to  order  search  results  with  at  first  place  most  relevant  documents                 
based   on:   

- Number   of   download   
- Number   of   open   
- Update   date   

  

Revision   of   connectors   
Connectors   have   been   entirely   reviewed   to   optimize   the   synchronization   of   different   sources.   

A   new   mechanism   of   synchronization   has   been   developed   to   ensure   the   synchronization   of   
sources   with   a   large   amount   of   documents.   

This   new   synchronization   allows   to   launch   indexation   and   prediction   immediately.   

Monitoring   page   has   been   modified   to   show     

- synchronization   advancement   
- result   of   previous   synchronization   

On   the   monitoring   page,   user   can   now   relaunch   a   connector   in   error   by   clicking   on   the   
refresh   icon.   

  

    



Inquiro   op�miza�on   and   security   
Some   enhancements   have   been   done   especially   for   optimization   and   security   in   Inquiro   :   

- Upgrade  to  Mongo  driver  4.4  to  ensure  compatibility  to  new  MongoDB  versions  until               
5.0   and   always   ability   to   connect   to   MongoDB   On   premise   or   MongoDB   Atlas   

- Reduce   API   calls   to   improve   performance   and   limit   network   usage   
- Upgrade   ChemAxon   Plugin   to   21.8.0   
- Optimize   prediction   for   large   volume   of   documents   
- Parallelize   text   recognition   with   tesseract   4   
- Encrypt   database   access   in   configuration   files   
- Archive   and   optimize   audit   trail   to   reduce   database   size   and   increase   performance   

Various   improvements   

Bug   correc�ons   

  

From   lists,   open   documents   in   new   tab   to   keep   list   or   search   available   

Optimize   loading   time   for   metadata   page   

Clean   indexes   in   MongoDB   

In   metadata   administration,   remove   “highlight”   parameter   because   highlight   is   only   for   text   

Responsible   page   for   dictionaries   administration   

Look   &   feel   of   ontologies   page   

Edit   restrictions   on   huge   amount   of   data   

Optimize   aggregation   functionality   in   container   fields   

Optimize   export   functionality   

Scroll   to   new   dictionary   

Modify   dynamical   views   filetable   to   be   consistent   with   Inquiro   theme   

Connectors   cannot   delete   file   when   delete   restrictions   is   set   

Color   of   FAQ   icon   

Error   getting   groups   for   edit   restrictions   

Translate   headers   of   array   in   dynamical   views  

Distribution   graph   layout   is   broken   for   long   header   


